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By Mark Weeks Old Colfeians were just too lumpy and experienced - their wet weather tactics spot on. Both
of the debutantes put in great performances in the monsoon like conditions. Old Colfeians currently lie fourth
in the SE Division of London 2 and their hefty pack will take some industrial contractors to move them. This
was a lesson in old school driving mauls for the Farnham boys. Farnham were in the ascendancy around the
field, their backs happy to attack from all over the pitch. While there were no meaningful attacks by the
Colfeians backs, their heavies made up for it. With Ben Brown and Comley battling around the fringes and
Pritchard and Welch on the charge, the Farnham boys held firm. The set scrums were the acid test for Farnham
- as in most of the games this season. This game was no exception, the huge difference in weight and
technique ensured Farnham were under the hammer for the entire game. The signs were ominous from the first
scrum and the referee lost patience in the 13th minute. Penalty to the visitors Spurred into action, Farnham
began a series of attacks to pull the heavier pack around the pitch. Gaps began to appear and Liam Welch
hurtled through one on the halfway line to gallop all the way to the posts - a brilliant opportunist effort. Not
bad in his first game for two years, and he will get better. Not to be outdone the boys from Kent hit back
resorting to their driving, up-the-jumper, mauling tactics. When momentum has been achieved it is impossible
to stop. On they trundled until Westhead flopped over for the inevitable try. Farnham came back through the
threequarters with Andrew Freshwater and Michael Salmon pulling the strings. Too eager, the defence was
caught offside and a penalty to Farnham. The lead restored However Colfeians went back to Plan A: The
second half mirrored the first. Farnham attacked from deep and out wide. However inexperience or the wrong
decision often pushed them down defensive channels to be enveloped by the much bigger Colfeians forwards.
Back came the visitors, another series of dominant scrums and a penalty awarded. With the extras Colfeians
took a lead they would never relinquish. Farnham had a couple of chances but inaccuracy at the line out - a
problem all afternoon â€” meant they were pushed back. On the next Farnham assault, another high tackle set
up easy penalty points for skipper Mike Salmon. Untidy play in midfield and Farnham conceded a silly
penalty. The game was slipping away as the light faded, the finish line in sight as Colfeians launched their
final catch and drive. Try and the conversion to make the final score. A brave, sustained performance by the
boys - particularly the debutants Welch and Bassett. The bench of Oli Thompson, Andrew Coutts and Jamie
Innes played their part in a game of two halves - one monsoonal and the other still and humid. Old Colfeians
were just too lumpy and experienced - their wet weather tactics spot on for the conditions and we wish them
all the best in the next round. Presidents Podium Steve Simmons 3 points â€” body on the line throughout,
Andrew Freshwater â€” tackles himself into the ground 2, Michael Salmon, skipper for the day, a rock in
defence.
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The U15s have waged a magnificent campaign this year. To recap, the competition started in Round one with
an impressive bonus point win against Haslemere back in January. Round 2 should have been an interesting
match against Cranleigh but they withdrew to leave us with a walk over. This earned Farnham their place in
the final as a result of a greater points difference than Reeds who had similarly scored two BP wins and a
walkover. So our boys rightfully took their place at the top table of Surrey U15 rugby undefeated. The two top
teams in the county head to head was a prospect not to be missed and the crowd who gathered around pitch 3
on this Quins Cup Final day were salivating at the prospect. The weather was dry but a bitter wind from the
east should have made kicking an interesting prospect. The ferocity of the wind only served to highlight the
sheer brilliance of Finlay Anderson who kicked magnificently and never better than from his kick off to bring
the curtain up on the titanic battle ahead. Their kicker, who was spotted before the match putting over balls
from the half way line, kicked what was to be the first of many conversions and the score was equal at Finally
a third Eagle try, the second for their number 5 this time under the posts. Yet another conversion for their
kicker who who literally could have taken the extra 2 points blindfolded. Not a bit of it. Farnham ganders were
well and truly up. Ben opened the taps and burned past two Eagles defenders to touch the ball down
beautifully in the corner. Up steps Anderson with the kicking tee. Moments later the whistle blew to end the
first half. The second half would see the wind at their backs - how would it turn out? Then began the most
astonishing sequence of events surely ever to grace a final at this level. With a 5 point deficit and 15 minutes
to go our boys knuckled down and showed their class. The tactic worked to keep Farnham out of the end zone.
At one point Sam Wright found himself in a familiar position carrying the ball fearlessly into a green and
yellow wall without consideration to his personal safety. A "no arms" tackle, which stopped our Sam from
reaching the try line, elicited another penalty. A total of seven penalties were given against the Eagles during
the 10 minutes they spent pinned against their try line by the relentless force of the entire Farnham team.
When the final whistle blew for the end of the second 30 minutes of pitched battle, the Eagles flew off with
the spoils leaving the Black and Whites to lick their wounds. However, heads were rightly unbowed and the
moral victory of a second half played with passion and won resoundingly, was firmly in their pockets.
Congratulations must go to The U15 Eagles - they played the game with clinical efficiency and deservedly
came out on top in the end. It was a match that will remain lodged in the memory banks for some time.
Hopefully there will be more opportunities to play next season and we will look forward to it. This Season has
seen the Farnham U15s go from strength to strength. Our boys may not have finished this final ahead on
points but they will go into the U16s in the knowledge that they have developed their talents magnificently,
displayed their passion for the game proudly and have played the game like gentlemen. Our boys have become
young men before our eyes. On behalf of all of us on the touchline I would like to propose a massive
thank-you to all of the coaching team who have as always given so generously of their time and effort to help
our boys. In addition, I would like to offer a word of thanks to Mike Salmon and all of the 1st team players
who have also given up time from their busy lives to help polish and nurture the U15s in training this season.
Their support on the touchline for the final was very much appreciated. If you can make one heap of all your
winnings And risk it on one turn of pitch-and-toss, And lose, and start again at your beginnings And never
breathe a word about your loss; If you can force your heart and nerve and sinew To serve your turn long after
they are gone, And so hold on when there is nothing in you Except the Will which says to them: Have a great
Summer. See you all in September no doubt
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Farnham (Paperback) by Jean Parratt and a great selection of similar Used, New and Collectible Books available now at
www.enganchecubano.com - Farnham: the Second Selection Images of England by Jean Parratt - AbeBooks.
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However Colfeians went back to Plan A: penalty to the corner, line out, catch and drive and Westhead sliding in for his
second. at the break. As the wind died and the rain stopped Farnham's potential weather advantage was taken away.
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The property is located within the hearty of Farnham town centre which offers a good selection of shops, bars, bistros
and restaurants. The main line station provides services to Waterloo in under an hour and the A31 giving access to the
A, A3 and M3 is within a mile.
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Farnham U15s take second place in the Quins Cup By Steve Ratcliffe Rugby was the real winner today as Farnham
lose their 1st/2nd place final in the Quins Cup by the narrowest of margins against a talented side from Effingham and
Leatherhead.
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